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Preface

NEW TO THIS EDITION

Strategic Compensation: A Human Resource Management Approach, Tenth Edition, contains substantial new content and changes, including the following:

- Three new features appear in each chapter that enable students to integrate knowledge and valuable skills regardless of whether they are choosing a career in the compensation profession or other business functions in smaller or larger organizations.

  - **Ethics Dilemma.** Ethics is the discipline dealing with what is good and bad, right and wrong, or with moral duty and obligation. Most executives, managers, and professionals believe that integrity and ethical values have an important place in business and should form the foundation of a company’s culture. Ethics focuses on individual decision making and behavior as well as the impact of ethical choices on employee welfare. The Ethics Dilemma, presented in the end-of-chapter material, will keep these important matters in the forefront as you move ahead in your career.

  - **FYI.** This feature provides tidbits of information from survey research and extensive databases (e.g., employment statistics) that illustrates trends, opinions, and the use of specific compensation practices.

  - **Working Together.** This feature offers opportunities for students to collaborate through sharing ideas, listening to others’ ideas, and coming up with a cohesive team response to the assignment.

- Other major updates to the tenth edition include:

  - Extend coverage of evolving compensation practices, statistics, and business professionals’ perspectives. For instance, Chapter 3 (Traditional Bases for Pay: Seniority and Merit) includes a section on trends in performance appraisal practice. In a nutshell, some companies are providing performance feedback more frequently and as needed on a less structured basis rather than putting off providing feedback until structured annual reviews are given. This section also addresses the pros and cons of this more contemporary thinking as well the same for longstanding approaches to provide students a balanced view.

  - Chapter 15 has been converted into an Epilogue. It includes many important topics not covered in previous editions and makes significant updates to other topics. Some of the topics are the compensation productivity gap, the gender pay gap, and pay transparency.

  - Fifty percent of the Cases and nearly fifty percent of the Crunch the Numbers features are new.

---

Case 2: Ethics Dilemma: Pay for Performance Disconnect

You are the new vice president for HR of a company that has not been performing well, and everyone, including yourself, has a mandate to deliver results. The pressure has never been greater. Shareholders are angry after three years of tough markets that has left their company stock losing value every day. Many shareholders desperately hoped stock performance to pay for their retirement. Working for you is a 55-year-old manager with two kids in college. In previous evaluations, executives told him he was doing fine, when he clearly was not, and his performance is still far below par. At the same time, the executives awarded him impressive annual pay raises.

If you are to show others in the company that you are willing to make tough decision, you feel you must fire this individual. The question is, who is going to suffer—the firm and, ultimately, the shareholders, whose retirements are in jeopardy—or a nice guy who’s been loyal for 20 years?

Questions:

3-9. What would you do?

3-10. What factor(s) in this ethical dilemma might influence a person to make a less-than-ethical decision?

---

FYI.

Both private sector companies and the federal government are competing for cyber security talent; however, the difference in annual pay between the government and private sector is staggering, particularly for chief information officer jobs:

- **Private sector:** $100,000 to $2,000,000
- **Federal government:** $123,175 to $181,100

---

Working Together: Team Exercise

In small groups of three or four, come up with specific answers to the following questions. Talk through your perspectives and come up with a team response. Be prepared to share your ideas with the class.

We studied competency models in this chapter and reviewed the U.S. Department of Labor competency model framework (Figure 5-1). The Department of Labor has the Competency Model Clearinghouse that contains several competency models across industries. As a group, review some of these competency models available on the Careeronestop website (https://www.careeronestop.org/CompetencyModels) after clicking on the industry models link. Select a competency model from two industries.

Questions:

5-14. Summarize the information available on your chosen models. What are some of the similarities?

5-15. What are some of the differences in occupation and industry competencies between your chosen models?
SOLVING TEACHING AND LEARNING CHALLENGES

Increasingly, students expect to see the applicability of their coursework to life and work after graduation. When the connection is not clear to students, many may lose interest and, perhaps, choose to do as little as possible to earn a good enough grade on quizzes and exams. The choice of pedagogical features and the writing style in this text would pique interest in the subject matter and enhance learning and development of seven critical employability skills, which have been discussed in the ‘Developing skills for your career’ section in this textbook.

Strategic Compensation: A Human Resource Management Approach provides the foundation for building compensation systems in a variety of work organizations. The content of this textbook establishes the structure and design elements of compensation systems in a forward-looking framework that addresses decision making that supports companies’ strategic plans. This approach, therefore, positions compensation practice as essential and compensation professionals as business partners. Individuals who pursue careers outside the compensation field will understand how to interact with compensation professionals for promoting effective recruitment, motivation, and retention of talent. This textbook is readable with a conversational tone and clear explanations for concepts and practices. It conveys the relevance of compensation system design overall as well as individual topics for organizations and aspiring professionals; and, this textbook takes on contemporary topic coverage in every chapter.

I approach the study of compensation in a realistic, practical, interesting, and stimulating manner. I focus on showing how compensation is practiced in the real world. Throughout the book, you will see examples of how organizations practice compensation management. In explaining a concept, I often quote compensation professionals and other business professionals, yet all compensation discussion is based on sound theoretical concepts and practice. Where appropriate, the strategic role of compensation is apparent, particularly in Chapter 1. In addition, I show how compensation practices are related to other Human Resource Management (HRM) topics. For instance, a firm that emphasizes recruiting top-quality candidates but neglects to provide satisfactory compensation is wasting time, effort, and money. If a firm’s compensation system pays below-market wages, the firm will always be hiring and training new employees only to see the best leave for a competitor’s higher wages. Besides this one example, the interrelationship of compensation practices set in a dynamic business environment will become more obvious as these topics are addressed throughout the book. These interrelationships are also shown to be important as organizations operate within the global environment. I included several features that appear in the textbook and MyLab (some of which are listed and discussed below) to actively engage students in the learning experience.

To improve student results, I recommend pairing the text content with MyLab Management, which is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and will help your students learn and retain key course concepts while developing skills that future employers are seeking in their candidates. From Videos to Personal Inventory Assessments, MyLab Management helps you teach your course, your way. Learn more at www.pearson.com/mylab/management.
Crunch the Numbers Exercises

*Crunch the Numbers* provide an excellent opportunity to sharpen problem solving skills through the analysis of numerical data, creating the foundation for quantifying compensation concepts and practices. There are two data-driven exercises per chapter, one in the book and both in MyLab Management. Answers are found in the Instructors Manual and in MyLab Management.

Chapter Quizzes

A powerful tool used to assess your students understanding of the chapter learning objective after studying the chapter. After reading the chapter, these questions can be assigned to the students to test the knowledge they gained for respective topic(s).

Videos Exercises

Video exercises are available for select chapter topics to help engage students and hold them accountable for their learning. A video clip can be assigned to students for outside classroom viewing or it can be watched in the classroom. The video corresponds to the chapter material and is accompanied by multiple choice questions that reinforce student’s comprehension of the chapter content.
Cases

Additional Supplemental cases are available in the MyLab to complement cases in the book. These cases help to keep students actively engaged and improve skills like problem solving and decision making.

Case 1: The Dreaded Performance Appraisal

“There— at last, it’s finished,” thought Rajiv Chaudhry, as he laid aside the last of 12 PA forms. It had been a busy week for Rajiv, who supervised a road maintenance crew for the Georgia Department of Highways. In passing through Rajiv’s district a few days previously, the governor had complained to the area superintendent that repairs were needed on several of the highways. Because of this, the superintendent assigned Rajiv’s crew an unusually heavy workload. In addition, Rajiv received a call from the HR office that week reminding him that the PA forms were late. Rajiv explained his predicament, but the HR specialist insisted that the forms be completed right away.

Personal Inventory Assessments (PIA)

PIA is a collection of online exercises designed to promote self-reflection and engagement for students. It enhances their ability to connect with concepts taught in principles of management, organizational behavior, and human resource management classes. Students learn better when they connect what they are learning to their personal experiences.

Instructors can assign and track students’ completion of the assessments. Student results include a written explanation along with a graphic display that shows how their results compare with the class as a whole. Instructors also have access to this graphic representation of results to promote classroom discussion.
Compensation in Action

*Compensation in Action* explains how compensation professionals and managers throughout an organization work together to address important workplace issues. This feature highlights some of the specific connections between managers and compensation professionals, and the reality that compensation activities are never performed in isolation.

Working Together Exercises

As noted earlier, *Working Together* offers opportunities for students to collaborate through sharing ideas, listening to others’ ideas, and coming up with a cohesive team response to the assignment. If assigned by the instructor, students may make brief oral presentations of their ideas to the class, creating an additional opportunity for working together.

Building Strategic Compensation Systems Project

*Building Strategic Compensation Systems Project* is an experiential case, available online in MyLab Management. It allow students to work in small compensation consulting teams charged with the responsibility for developing a compensation plan for a company named e-sonic. The project is divided into four sections. The first section, *Strategic Analysis*, is described fully in the casebook for faculty and students who choose to complete this optional analysis of the business environment prior to the remaining three sections that directly address compensation system design, as it relates to Chapter 1 of the textbook. Section two relates to Chapter 6 of the book and introduces students to the specification of internally consistent job structures. Section three relates to Chapter 7 of this book and shifts students’ focus outside of their firm to understand its relationship with the external marketplace. Finally, in Section four, students will recognize the contributions of employees through the creation of a merit-pay system and put their plan into action by paying employees within their firm. This section relates to Chapters 2 through 5, 8 through 9 in the book.

DEVELOPING EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

For students to succeed in a rapidly changing job market, they should be aware of their career options and how to go about developing a variety of skills. In this book and MyLab, students will have the opportunity to develop and practice seven important skills based on various learning features that are summarized in the matrix (given on the following page) and subsequently illustrating some of the connections between the employability skills and learning features:
## INSTRUCTOR TEACHING RESOURCES

*Strategic Compensation* comes with the following teaching resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplements available to instructors at <a href="http://www.pearsonhighered.com/irc">www.pearsonhighered.com/irc</a></th>
<th>Features of the Supplement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Instructor’s Manual**  
authored by Lori Long | • Chapter-by-chapter summaries  
• Examples and activities not in the main book  
• Teaching outlines  
• Solutions to all questions and problems in the book |
| **Test Bank**  
authored by Angela Boston | More than 650 multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, and graphing questions with these annotations:  
• Difficulty level (1 for easy, 2 for moderate, 3 for difficult)  
• Type (Multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, essay)  
• Topic (The term or concept the question supports)  
• Learning objective  
• AACSB learning standard (Written and Oral Communication, Ethical Understanding and Reasoning; Analytical Thinking; Information Technology; Diverse and Multicultural Work; Reflective Thinking; Application of Knowledge; Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork) |
| **Computerized TestGen®** | TestGen allows instructors to:  
• Customize, save, and generate classroom tests  
• Edit, add, or delete questions from the Test Item Files  
• Analyze test results  
• Organize a database of tests and student results. |
| **PowerPoints**  
authored by Patricia Buhler | Slides include many of the figures and tables in the textbook  
PowerPoints meet accessibility standards for students with disabilities. Features include, but are not limited to:  
• Keyboard and Screen Reader access  
• Alternative text for images  
• High color contrast between background and foreground colors |
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